
Part I

Introduction
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Chapter 1

Background, Motivation, and
Objectives

1.1 Background

Environmental awareness and the need for better and more efficient power generation sys-

tems have fueled development of gas turbines for the past two decades. The improvement

efforts were focused on reducing the NOx, CO and other pollutant levels in the exhaust,

improving efficiency and increasing the reliability of the equipments. Natural gas, being a

clean burning fuel with high energy density, thus became a natural choice. The stringent

emission requirements focused the research effort in lowering NOx and CO emissions from

gas turbines. Although, a number of techniques were devised to achieve these goals, burning

a lean premixed charge of fuel and oxidizer in a swirl stabilized flame was by far the most

efficient way and was quickly adopted. These flames are rather compact and have a large

volumetric heat release rate. They have a lot of excess air which helps in maintaining the

temperatures of the products of combustion below the threshold value that is required for

production of thermal NOx. To increase efficiency and further lower the pollutant levels,

these flames were pushed to their lean blow out limits with maximum possible tempera-

tures of the incoming reactants. The above operating conditions highlighted the existence

of thermo-acoustic instabilities.
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Figure 1.1: A systems level block diagram showing the various dynamic
processes involved in thermo-acoustic instabilities for gaseous fuel
combustion

The thermo-acoustic instabilities were first observed by Higgins in 1777, first documented

by Tyndall [2] in 1897, and scientifically described by Lord Rayleigh [3] in 1878. These

instabilities occur when the fluctuations in the heat release rate of the flame are in phase

with the acoustic pressure fluctuations of the combustor, a condition that amplifies the

acoustic pressure oscillations. The amplified pressure oscillations proportionately enhance

the oscillation in the mass flow rate of the reactants, which in turn affect the oscillation in

the heat release, thus forming a closed loop system. The self excited oscillations feed upon

themselves and grow in amplitude till some physical non-linear process in the system prevents

any further growth. A system level representation of the above described process is shown

in Figure 1.1. The high oscillatory pressures generated due to thermo-acoustic instabilities

result in increased noise levels, diminished performance and decreased equipment life due to

sustained vibrations. Thus, there is a need to predict the occurrence of these thermo-acoustic

instabilities so as to minimize their effect by changing the design of the hardware and design

active control systems that could eliminate their occurrence within the entire working range

of the gas turbine.
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1.2 Motivation

Research in the area of thermo-acoustic instabilities and their potential control has come

a long way in the past few years, with considerable amount of effort being directed to-

wards physically understanding and properly modeling the underlying phenomena that lead

to thermo-acoustic instabilities. Since conducting a full scale CFD analysis of the entire

gas turbine to predict thermo-acoustic instabilities is not feasible both logistically, and eco-

nomically, many simplified models have been developed that vary in their complexity and

accuracy. The need for such a large number of models is partly fueled by the presence of a

number of mechanisms that couple the dynamic heat release rate to the acoustic pressure

oscillations. Recently a system level approach as described by the block diagram in Figure

1.1 has become a increasingly popular tool to apply linear stability theory and predict the

thermo-acoustic instability. The success of this approach hinges on the availability of simple,

yet accurate models that would describe the behavior of each block within the loop.

Considerable knowledge and understanding has been gained in modeling the plant acoustics,

both for simple systems (single can combustor test rig) [4] and full scale gas turbine systems

[5, 6]. Much less is known about the flame dynamics, a very crucial part of the problem. It

is essential to understand the dynamic response of the flame in terms of the fluctuating heat

release rate, q , for a velocity disturbance upstream of the flame, u , since it is the rate of

fluctuating heat release rate that couples with the acoustics of the plant to produce thermo-

acoustic instabilities. The physical parameter that couples u and q is the fluctuating mass

flow rate, ṁ’, as fluctuations in the velocity generate fluctuations in the mass flow rate into

the flame zone, which in turn oscillates the heat release. Thus, u oscillations are analogous

to ṁ’ oscillations. The governing unsteady dynamic equations that describe a combustion

process are inherently nonlinear, making the construction of the system-level description of

thermo-acoustic instabilities quite challenging. Prior research in this area has been largely

limited to simplified analytical models and to numerical descriptions that result from CFD

models, using simplified finite-rate chemistry models. Although there is still much to learn
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from these methods, these models capture the flame dynamics only qualitatively and leave a

large scope for improvement. Therefore, it is important to provide the modeling community

with relevant experimentally based models that fully describe key input-output relationships,

such as the effect of velocity disturbances, on the rate of unsteady heat release from the

flame. Such test based models will allow corroboration of reacting flow CFD calculations,

and serve as motivation for adequate analytical description of the dynamic response of a

combustion process. The results of such experimental flame dynamic models shall greatly

help in obtaining adequate reduced-order models, which engineers can use to predict and

control the occurrence of thermo-acoustic instabilities.

For the research presented here, the dynamic characteristics of the combustion process were

studied experimentally. This enabled the author to obtain an empirical transfer function

of the flame dynamics that describes the behavior of dynamic heat release as a function of

fluctuating velocity within the linear range. An attempt is made to associate the behavior

of the flame dynamics to physical parameters, so as to enable the use of the experimental

transfer function on other combustors. It has been the intent of the author to obtain reduced

order flame dynamics models from the experimental data that could be used in a systems

level approach to predict the linear stability of the closed loop thermo-acoustic problem,

and help in building effective active control algorithms. This research effort is intended to

provide a better understanding of the physics related to combustion dynamics, as defined in

the context of thermo-acoustic instabilities.

1.3 Research Objectives

1.3.1 Research Overview

Prediction and control of thermo-acoustic instabilities requires varying levels of knowledge

about the dynamic response of the combustor enclosure acoustics, and the heat release rate

that is coupled to the acoustic field. Due to the complexities brought about by the nonlinear
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Figure 1.2: Physical parameters effecting gaseous flame dynamics.

aspects of the dynamic response of the flame, it is very difficult to build a simple yet effective

model from first principles to describe the flame dynamics in full scale gas turbines. The

empirical models developed on simple test combustors cannot be used as accurate models

for full scale gas turbine combustors unless the effect of physical parameters on the behavior

of the empirical model is well understood so as to enable the mapping over to full scale gas

turbines. Figure 1.2 details the important physical parameters that are expected to influence

the dynamic response of a combustion process. These include the acoustic field of the

experimental setup, heat transfer interaction between the reacting flow and its surroundings,

turbulence intensity and swirl strength of the flow field, presence of shear layers and coherent

structures, the flame surface area, fuel composition and reaction rates, mean flow variables,

mean pressure field, oscillation in the mass flow rate and oscillations in the equivalence ratio.

To be able to understand the impact of each of the above variables on the flame dynamics, it is

essential to devise experiments that reduce the set of interdependent physical parameters, and

to be able to vary the parameter of interest without effecting the other physical parameters.

Therefore, it is essential to first understand the dynamics of a simple flame system, and to

develop the techniques for experimental study and subsequent data analysis, along with a
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correlation that links the behavior of the empirical model with related physical parameters,

which would later be applied to more complex combustors. With this philosophy in mind,

it was decided to first study the laminar premixed flames for their dynamic response at

atmospheric conditions, thus minimizing the number of physical variables involved. The

techniques developed during the laminar flame dynamic study were later applied to the

experimental study of the swirl stabilized turbulent flames under atmospheric conditions.

Finally, the complexity of unmixedness generated due to fuel injection in swirling flow just

upstream of the combustor, was added to the problem.

Laminar premixed flames can be classified as conical flames and flat flames. Dynamics of

conical flames is sensitive to fluctuations in its surface area and have been extensively studied

in the past. A good analytical model predicting the dynamics of laminar conical flames using

its dependence only on the surface area fluctuation was developed by Fleifil et al. [7]. But

little is known regarding the effects of flame speed fluctuation and reaction rates on the

flame dynamics. These can be evaluated by studying laminar flat flames, where the surface

area fluctuations are minimal. Thus, this research effort first concentrated on evaluating the

dynamics of a laminar flat flame and then added complexities such as turbulence, swirl and

fuel injection in an effort to move closer towards simulating full scale gas turbine conditions.

1.3.2 Specific Areas Studied

Linearized Flame Dynamics

It was the goal of the author to experimentally study the dynamics of the combustion process

in the linear range starting with burner stabilized laminar flat flames and then moving on

to swirl stabilized turbulent flames under atmospheric conditions. While studying the dy-

namics of burner stabilized laminar flames, methodologies and techniques required for such

a study were developed and applied to both the laminar and turbulent flame dynamic study.

Reduced order models that best describe the dynamics of laminar burner stabilized flat

flames were developed and were co-related to various physical parameters so as to under-
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stand the influence of these parameters on flame dynamics. The study was then extended

to the dynamics of turbulent swirl stabilized premixed flames, and finally the complexity of

unmixedness generated due to the fuel injection in swirling flow just upstream of the com-

bustor, was added to the problem. Reduced order models were developed for turbulent fully

premixed flames and an attempt was made to provide insights to the influence of the various

physical parameters on the turbulent flame dynamics. The reduced order dynamic models

could then be used in the systems level linear stability analysis of similar combustors. It

is hoped that the reduced order models and the insight to the underlying physics that the

author aims at providing will also enable the controls community to build effective control

methodologies and algorithms for the purpose of active combustion control. The author also

hopes that this research will lead to a methodology, that the industry could use to exper-

imentally characterize the dynamics of injector-burner designs, and reduce the number of

prototype experiments and hence, the development cost and the cycle time.

Effects of Variation of Fuel Composition on Flame Dynamics

Natural gas, a primary fuel for gas turbines for power generation is a mixture of various

hydrocarbons dominated by methane. The composition of natural gas is very dependent on

the geographical location of its source. Since the chemical kinetics of different hydrocarbons

is drastically different, it is possible that changes in the composition of natural gas could effect

the dynamics of the combustion process. Further, the present highly efficient combustors

are tuned to run near the lean flammability limit of a single fuel. With the changing socio-

economic need, it is very necessary to have the same power generation equipment switch

between different fuels. This needs an understanding as to how the flame dynamics will be

affected by changes in fuel composition. Therefore, the author has studied three gaseous

hydrocarbon fuels, namely methane, ethane and propane for their dynamic character on the

laminar flat flame burner. Comparing the flame dynamics of the three different fuels, the

author aimed to predict the trends that the combustors would be expected to show with

regard to thermo-acoustic instabilities if different blends of the three pure fuels are used.
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